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Abstract. In this work, we study the controlled doping of thin films of substituted nickel phthalocyanine, NiPcR₈, where R=-SC₆H₁₃, with anthracene and TCNQ and investigate the effects of the extent of this doping on the optical and electrical properties of NiPcR₈ films. Optical constants, namely index of refraction (n) and extinction coefficient (k) have increased for both types of doping, as determined from spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. Conductivity is shown to increase by about four orders of magnitudes compared to pure NiPcR₈ films as a result of anthracene doping while TCNQ has resulted in almost six orders of magnitudes increase in the film's conductivity.

1 Introduction

Organic semiconductors are promising materials for photovoltaic cells and other optoelectronic applications such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) and optical switches. Several groups have shown that the photovoltaic performance of organic-based devices can be enhanced by doping the organic material with oxidizing gases or liquids like iodine or bromine [1, 2]. An improvement of both the photovoltage and the photocurrent was achieved for low-doping concentrations. Such organic semiconductors as tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) and anthracene are also used as doping agents [3]. A systematic study on doping of vanadyl and zinc phthalocyanines by a fully fluorinated form of tetracyanoquinodimethane as an example of controlled doping of thin organic films by cosublimation of matrix and dopant was carried out [4]. Anthracene doped with metal-free phthalocyanine was prepared by the co-crystallization method and its activation energy is determined [5]. The unique columnar architecture of discotic liquid crystals (DLCs) combined with their self-organising properties and the ease with which they form bulk-aligned samples makes them attractive for a range of applications as ‘one-dimensional’ conductors [6, 7]. It is known that the electrical conduction in liquid crystals and in particular in phthalocyanine-based materials is greatly affected by contaminants and environmental conditions [7]. The problem of time and temperature instability of the electrical current related to parasitic doping effects in discotic liquid crystals was studied in Ref. [8] using metal-free mesogenic 2((3),(9),(10),(16),(17),(23),(24)-tetra(2-decyltetradecyloxy)phthalocyanine as an example. The influence of a controlled doping of the films of LC phthalocyanines is not studied in detail.

In this work, we study the controlled doping of thin films of substituted nickel phthalocyanine, NiPcR₈, where R=-SC₆H₁₃, with anthracene and TCNQ and investigate the effects of the extent of this doping on the optical and electrical properties of NiPcR₈ films.

2 Materials and Methods

NiPcR₈ (see Fig. 1) was synthesized as described in Ref. [9].
A small volume of the solution of NiPcR$_8$ (5 mg/ml) with added TCNQ or anthracene (1 weight %) in chloroform was dispensed via a glass pipette onto an ultrasonically cleaned glass substrate held onto photoresist spinner (Microsystem model 4000). The substrate was spun at 2000 rpm for 30 s and the solvent had evaporated during this period, producing a homogeneous film. The substrates used were varied according to experimental requirements for different characterisation techniques.

The resulting films of NiPcR$_8$ were heated at the temperature of 150 °C during 6 hours in order to obtain ordered films due to their liquid crystalline properties as described in [10]. Spectroscopic ellipsometric measurements on NiPcR$_8$ films spun on silicon substrates were performed by using a Woolam M-2000V spectrophotometer rotating analyser spectroscopic ellipsometer in the spectral range of 370-1000 nm. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was obtained from Nanoscope IIIa Multimode Atomic force microscope. Current-voltage measurements were performed using a Keithley 6517A electrometer equipped with a Keithley 6517A electrometer equipped with photoreceptacle system. For the measurements of the in-plane film conductivity, the films were spun onto glass substrates with interdigitated electrodes (IDE) at an interelectrode distance L = 60 µm and at a width of electrode overlap W = 3.125 mm. All electrical measurements were performed in air at room temperature.

3 Results and Discussion

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used for the characterisation of thickness, refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of the NiPcR$_8$ films deposited on silicon substrates. Using Levenberg-Marquardt multivariate regression algorithm, the measured ellipsometric data were fitted to the Cauchy model:

$$n(\lambda) = A + \frac{B}{\lambda^2} + \frac{C}{\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$k(\lambda) = \beta \exp \left[\gamma \left(\frac{1}{\lambda^2} - \frac{1}{L} \right)\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where n and k are the index of refraction and extinction coefficient at wavelength $\lambda$. A, B, C, $\beta$, $\gamma$ and L are model parameters. A detailed description of the principle of ellipsometry can be found in Ref. [11].

Resulting variation of refractive index and extinction coefficient of pure NiPcR$_8$ films and the films of NiPcR$_8$ doped with anthracene and TCNQ deposited at 2000 r.p.m. with incident photon wavelength are shown in Fig. 2.

The estimated thickness and optical constants measured at $\lambda$=633 nm are given in Table 1. The index of refraction (n) has increased for both types of doping, as determined from spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. The thickness of the pure NiPcR$_8$ film was 72 nm, the thicknesses of the films doped with anthracene and TCNQ were 74 and 78 nm, respectively.

Atomic force microscopy has been used to study the effect of doping on film morphology.

Microstructures obtained by AFM (Fig. 3) show that spun films of pure NiPcR$_8$ exhibit more surface roughness characteristic with smaller grain size compared to the films of NiPcR$_8$ doped with anthracene and TCNQ. Increased doping concentration is shown to lead to increased film roughness probably due to precipitation of the doping molecules in the film. The relatively large scale used to obtain AFM images of films studied in the present work may not allow us to make clear speculation about films’ crystallinity. However, an X-ray diffraction pattern of a similar system comprising perylene doped copper phthalocyanine films has shown that increased perylene doping resulted in reduced film’s crystallinity [12].

The latter was supported by SEM observations, which showed that the film’s surface became rough as a result of increased dopant concentration and was ascribed to perylene precipitation. Figure 4 shows the DC electrical characteristics plotted in log-log scales for the pure NiPcR$_8$ film (curve a), anthracene-doped NiPcR$_8$ film (curve b), and TCNQ doped (curve c) NiPcR$_8$ films.

![Fig. 2. n and k for pure (black line), anthracene (red line) and TCNQ doped (blue line) NiPcR$_8$ films.](image)

![Fig. 3. AFM images for the pure and TCNQ doped NiPcR$_8$ films.](image)

![Fig. 4. DC electrical characteristics plotted in log-log scales for the pure NiPcR$_8$ film (curve a), anthracene-doped NiPcR$_8$ film (curve b), and TCNQ doped (curve c) NiPcR$_8$ films.](image)

**Table 1: Optical of constants of pure, Anthracene and TCNQ doped NiPcR$_8$ films.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiPcR$_8$ (Pure)</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiPcR$_8$ (antracene doped)</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiPcR$_8$ (TCNQ doped)</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.** n and k for pure (black line), anthracene (red line) and TCNQ doped (blue line) NiPcR$_8$ films.

**Fig. 3.** AFM images for the pure and TCNQ doped NiPcR$_8$ films.
(curve b) and TCNQ-doped NiPcR₈ film, all spin-casted onto ITO-coated glass slides and coated with thermally evaporated Al contacts produced under vacuum of 10⁻⁵ mbar. It is clearly shown that anthracene doping has increased the conductivity by about four orders of magnitude compared to pure NiPcR₈ films while TCNQ has resulted in almost six orders of magnitude increase in the film's conductivity. This increase in conductivity could be ascribed to an increase in hole concentration as a result of Fermi level position shift towards valence band edge which is caused by the anthracene and TCNQ impurities. Similar effects were observed for other phthalocyanines films when doped with oxygen [13] and iodine [2]. Iodine doping was also shown to enhance the photoresponse of ZnPc thin films as well as improving diode parameters of an ITO/ZnPc/Al diode structure [2]. Similarly iodine doping of thin films of N-docosylpyridinium-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) salts prepared by Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method has caused an extensive improvement to the TCNQ films’ conductivity [14,15].

Figure 4 also shows that all three device structures exhibit ohmic conduction at low voltages (V ≤ 0.4V) with a gradient of ~1 and thus satisfying the following relation:

\[ I \propto V/d \]  

(1)

where d is the film thickness. At applied voltages larger than 0.4V, electron transport may be ascribed to trap-controlled conduction where the gradients of log(I) versus log(V) in all three studied samples have displayed a value of ~2, which may suggest space charge limited conduction (SCLC) [16]. This type of conduction can only be confirmed when such a square-law dependence \( (V^2) \) extends over a sufficient range of applied voltage, and the measured current satisfies film thickness dependence as described by the following formula:

\[ I \propto V^2/d^3 \]  

(2)

Such type of conduction mechanism may be attributed to space charge limited conduction (SCLC) controlled by a single dominating trap level [17].

**4 Conclusion**

Effects of anthracene and TCNQ doping on the structural, optical and electrical properties of substituted nickel phthalocyanine thin films have been investigated. AFM images show that pure NiPcR₈ films exhibit more crystalline characteristics with smaller grain size compared to anthracene and TCNQ doped films. Increased doping concentration leads to increased film roughness probably due to precipitation of the doping molecules in the film. Films' conductivity increased by nearly six orders of magnitude as a result of TCNQ doping and DC conduction at high applied fields was primarily ascribed to trap-controlled space charge limited conduction, with traps homogeneously distributed in energy within the band gap.
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